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Convolutions in more detail
material for this part of the lecture is taken mainly from the theano tutorial:
http://deeplearning.net/software/theano_versions/dev/tutorial/conv_arithmetic.html

http://deeplearning.net/software/theano_versions/dev/tutorial/conv_arithmetic.html


CONVOLUTION AS A MATRIX OPERATION

• Convolutions can be represented as a sparse matrix multiply:
‣  unrolling the input and output into vectors (from left to right, top to bottom).
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CNN: DYNAMIC SIZING
• How can we deal with 

variable sized inputs?
‣ Use variable sized pooling regions to 

a fixed size (post-pooling) feature 
map.
- lower feature map sizes will be a 

function of the input size.

‣ Avoid fully-connected layers and use 
pooling to reduce down to a set of 
1x1 feature maps.
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Input image: 
256x256x3

Output of 
convolution + 

ReLU: 256x256x64

Output of pooling 
with stride 4: 

64x64x64

Output of 
convolution + 

ReLU: 64x64x64

Output of pooling 
with stride 4: 

16x16x64

Output of reshape to 
vector:

16,384 units

Output of matrix 
multiply: 1,000 units

Output of softmax: 
1,000 class 

probabilities

Input image: 
256x256x3

Output of 
convolution + 

ReLU: 256x256x64

Output of pooling 
with stride 4: 

64x64x64

Output of 
convolution + 

ReLU: 64x64x64

Output of pooling to 
3x3 grid: 3x3x64

Output of reshape to 
vector:

576 units

Output of matrix 
multiply: 1,000 units

Output of softmax: 
1,000 class 

probabilities

Input image: 
256x256x3

Output of 
convolution + 

ReLU: 256x256x64

Output of pooling 
with stride 4: 

64x64x64

Output of 
convolution + 

ReLU: 64x64x64

Output of 
convolution:
16x16x1,000

Output of average 
pooling: 1x1x1,000

Output of softmax: 
1,000 class 

probabilities

Output of pooling 
with stride 4: 

16x16x64

Image from Deep Learning Textbook (Goodfellow et al, 2016)



CONVOLUTION BASICS
Properties of images
• Stored as multi-dimensional arrays.

• Feature one or more axes for which 
ordering matters
- IMAGE: width and height axes
- AUDIO: time axis.

• One axis, called the channel axis, is 
used to access different views of the 
data
- IMAGE: red, green and blue channels of 

color.
- AUDIO: left and right channels of a 

stereo track.
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Input feature map
kernel



TERMINOLOGY
• Properties affecting the 

output size oj along axis j:
‣ ij: input size along axis j,

‣ kj: kernel size along axis j,

‣ sj: stride (distance between two 
consecutive positions of the kernel) 
along axis j,

‣ pj: zero padding (number of zeros 
concatenated at the beginning and 
at the end of an axis) along axis j.
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E.g. 3x3 kernel, 5x5 input, zero padding 1x1, stride: 2x2:



TERMINOLOGY
• Simplifying assumptions:
‣ 2-D discrete convolutions (N = 2),

‣ square inputs (i1 = i2 = i),

‣ square kernel size (k1 = k2 = k),

‣ same strides along axes (s1 = s2 = s)            

‣ same zero padding along both axes 
(p1 = p2 = p).

• Can comput the output dimension as a 
function of these quantities:
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E.g. i = 4 and k = 3, s = 1 and p = 0.

floor function



CONVOLUTIONS…
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i = 6 and k = 3, s = 2 and p = 1.i = 5 and k = 3, s = 2 and p = 1.



CONVOLUTIONS…
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i = 5 and k = 4, s = 1 and p = 2.
i = 5 and k = 3, s = 2 and p = 0.



PADDING: SPECIAL CASES
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same convolution
half (or same) padding

valid convolution
no padding

full convolution
full padding

output dimension = input dimension



DILATED CONVOLUTIONS
• Dilated convolutions “inflate” the 

kernel, inserting spaces between 
the kernel elements. 
‣ Dilation “rate” is controlled by an additional 

hyperparameter d. 

‣ Usually d - 1 spaces inserted between kernel 
elements such that d = 1 corresponds to a 
regular convolution.

‣ A kernel of size k dilated by a factor d has an 
effective size:
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i = 7, k = 3, d = 2, s = 1 and p = 0.



DILATED CONVOLUTIONS:  WAVENET

• WaveNet: Dilated CNNs for speech synthesis
‣ Modeling audio data is challenging because of the many scales over which 

information is encoded. 

‣ WaveNet uses dilated CNNs in 1-D to efficiently cover the relavent scales.
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(Van den Oord et al., 2016, arXiv: 1609.03499)



DILATED CONVOLUTIONS:  WAVENET

• WaveNet: dilated causal CNNs for speech synthesis
‣ Modeling audio data is challenging because of the many scales over which 

information is encoded. 

‣ WaveNet uses dilated CNNs in 1-D to efficiently cover the relavent scales.
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(Van den Oord et al., 2016, arXiv: 1609.03499)



DILATED CONVOLUTIONS:  BYTENET

• ByteNet: dilated CNN for machine translation.
‣ Uses an encoder-decoder structure with a causal convolution in the decoder.
‣ State-of-the-art, computationally efficient machine translation 
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t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t11 t12 t13 t14 t15 t16t10

s0 s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8 s9 s10 s11 s12 s13 s14 s15 s16

t11 t12 t13 t14 t15 t16 t17t10t9t8t7t6t5t4t3t2t1

Figure 1: The architecture of the ByteNet. The target network (blue) is stacked on top of
the source network (red). The target network generates the variable-length target sequence
using dynamic unfolding. The ByteNet Decoder is the target network of the ByteNet.

The ByteNet with recurrent sub-networks may be viewed as a strict generalization of the
RNN Enc-Dec network (Sutskever et al., 2014; Cho et al., 2014) (Sect. 4). The ByteNet
Decoder has the same architecture as the target network in the ByteNet. In contrast to neural
language models based on RNNs (Mikolov et al., 2010) or on feed-forward networks (Bengio
et al., 2003; Arisoy et al., 2012), the ByteNet Decoder is based on a novel convolutional
structure designed to capture a very long range of past inputs.

The ByteNet has a number of beneficial computational and learning properties. From a
computational perspective, the network has a running time that is linear in the length of
the source and target sequences (up to a constant c ⇡ log d where d is the size of the desired
dependency field). The computation in the source network during training and decoding and
in the target network during training can also be run e�ciently in parallel along the strings
– by definition this is not possible for a target network during decoding (Sect. 2). From a
learning perspective, the representation of the source string in the ByteNet is resolution

preserving ; the representation sidesteps the need for memorization and allows for maximal
bandwidth between the source and target networks. In addition, the distance traversed
by forward and backward signals between any input and output tokens in the networks
corresponds to the fixed depth of the networks and is largely independent of the distance
between the tokens. Dependencies over large distances are connected by short paths and can
be learnt more easily.

We deploy ByteNets on raw sequences of characters. We evaluate the ByteNet Decoder on
the Hutter Prize Wikipedia task; the model achieves 1.33 bits/character showing that the
convolutional language model is able to outperform the previous best results obtained with
recurrent neural networks. Furthermore, we evaluate the ByteNet on raw character-level
machine translation on the English-German WMT benchmark. The ByteNet achieves a
score of 18.9 and 21.7 BLEU points on, respectively, the 2014 and the 2015 test sets; these
results approach the best results obtained with other neural translation models that have
quadratic running time (Chung et al., 2016b; Wu et al., 2016a). We use gradient-based
visualization (Simonyan et al., 2013) to reveal the latent structure that arises between the
source and target sequences in the ByteNet. We find the structure to mirror the expected
word alignments between the source and target sequences.

2 Neural Translation Model

Given a string s from a source language, a neural translation model estimates a distribution
p(t|s) over strings t of a target language. The distribution indicates the probability of a
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Figure 5: Lengths of sentences in characters and their correlation coe�cient for the En-De
and the En-Ru WMT NewsTest-2013 validation data. The correlation coe�cient is similarly
high (⇢ > 0.96) for all other language pairs that we inspected.

At the same time, around 3000 demonstrators attempted to reach the o�cial residency of
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif.

Gleichzeitig versuchten rund 3000 Demonstranten, zur Residenz von Premierminister
Nawaz Sharif zu gelangen.

Gleichzeitig haben etwa 3000 Demonstranten versucht, die o�zielle Residenz des
Premierministers Nawaz Sharif zu erreichen.

Just try it: Laura, Lena, Lisa, Marie, Bettina, Emma and manager Lisa Neitzel
(from left to right) are looking forward to new members.

Einfach ausprobieren: Laura, Lena, Lisa, Marie, Bettina, Emma und Leiterin Lisa Neitzel
(von links) freuen sich auf Mitstreiter.

Probieren Sie es aus: Laura, Lena, Lisa, Marie, Bettina, Emma und Manager Lisa Neitzel
(von links nach rechts) freuen sich auf neue Mitglieder.

He could have said, “I love you,” but it was too soon for that.

Er hätte sagen können “ich liebe dich”, aber dafür war es noch zu früh.

Er hätte sagen können: “I love you”, aber es war zu früh.

Table 4: Raw output translations generated from the ByteNet that highlight interesting
reordering and transliteration phenomena. For each group, the first row is the English
source, the second row is the ground truth German target, and the third row is the ByteNet
translation.

units d is 892. The size of the kernel in the source network is 1 ⇥ 5, whereas the size of the
masked kernel in the target network is 1⇥ 3. We use bags of character n-grams as additional
embeddings at the source and target inputs: for n > 2 we prune all n-grams that occur less
than 500 times. For the optimization we use Adam with a learning rate of 0.003.

Each sentence is padded with special characters to the nearest greater multiple of 25. Each
pair of sentences is mapped to a bucket based on the pair of padded lengths for e�cient
batching during training. We find that Sub-BN learns bucket-specific statistics that cannot
easily be merged across buckets. We circumvent this issue by simply searching over possible
target intervals as a first step during decoding with a beam search; each hypothesis uses
Sub-BN statistics that are specific to a target length interval. The hypotheses are ranked
according to the average likelihood of each character.

Table 3 contains the results of the experiments. We note that the lengths of the translations
generated by the ByteNet are especially close to the lengths of the reference translations and
do not tend to be too short; the brevity penalty in the BLEU scores is 0.995 and 1.0 for the
two test sets, respectively. We also note that the ByteNet architecture seems particularly
apt for machine translation. The correlation coe�cient between the lengths of sentences
from di↵erent languages is often very high (Fig. 5), an aspect that is compatible with the
resolution preserving property of the architecture.

Table 4 contains some of the unaltered generated translations from the ByteNet that highlight
reordering and other phenomena such as transliteration. The character-level aspect of the
model makes post-processing unnecessary in principle. We further visualize the sensitivity of
the ByteNet’s predictions to specific source and target inputs. Figure 6 represents a heatmap
of the magnitude of the gradients of source and target inputs with respect to the generated
outputs. For visual clarity, we sum the gradients for all the characters that make up each
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(Kalchbrenner et al., 2016, arXiv: 1610.10099)



(DE)CONVOLUTIONS FOR STRUCTURED OUTPUT

• We can use convolutions to build structure into high-dimensional outputs.
• Useful in applications such as:

➡ semantic segmentation (above)  
➡ image generation 
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semantic segmentation (example taken from https://nrupatunga.github.io/convolution-1/)



(DE)CONVOLUTIONS FOR STRUCTURED OUTPUT
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How do we do this part?
• Option 1: Transposed (a.k.a. fractionally strided) convolution.
• Option 2: Upsampling (e.g. nearest-neighbour or bilinear) + convolution.



• Transposed convolution is the operation done in the backprop pass 
through a convolution. 

• It’s the natural “inverse” of the convolution operation.
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TRANSPOSE CONVOLUTION

Standard Convolution 
i = 5, k = 3 and s = 2

Equivalent to transpose 
conv. but less efficient (due 
to zero-padding)

 i = 5, k = 3, s = 2 and p= 1



• But transpose convolution can cause artifacts.
• see http://distill.pub/2016/deconv-checkerboard

• Currently, interpolation (upsampling) and convolution is the preferred 
method for generative convolutional models.
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INTERPOLATION + CONVOLUTION

Using transpose convolution:
Heavy checkerboard artifacts.

Using resize-convolution.
No checkerboard artifacts.


